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we will begin by analyzing cancer as a process focusing on the current state of our knowledge on 4 specific
aspects of its biology then we will look at cancer as a global health problem considering some
epidemiological aspects and discussing treatment with a special focus on novel therapies this collection
highlights our most downloaded cancer papers published in 2022 featuring authors from aroud the world
these papers showcase valuable research from an international the earliest evidence of cancer treatment can
be traced back to an ancient egyptian medical text written around 3000 bc and known widely as the edwin
smith papyrus that described the this collection highlights the most downloaded cancer research papers
published by scientific reports in 2023 featuring authors from around the world these papers highlight
valuable the study of retinoblastoma has led to fundamental insights into carcinogenesis cell cycle regulation
the genetic basis of cancer and tumor suppressor genes as well as to advances in therapy this survey
covered the anatomy of brain tumors publicly available datasets enhancement techniques segmentation
feature extraction classification and deep learning transfer learning and quantum machine learning for
brain tumors analysis subscription and open access journals from sage the world s leading independent
academic publisher this position paper includes uk specific recommendations for addressing the significant
challenges and bottlenecks that remain for adult brain tumour research introduction brain cancer is
considered to be a rare disease but it leads to more years of life loss per patient than any other cancer and uk
incidence rates are on the rise 1 brain tumour detection using deep learning techniques abstract brain
tumours pose a significant health risk and early detection plays a crucial role in improving patient outcomes
deep learning techniques have emerged as a promising approach for automated brain tumor detection
leveraging the power of artificial intelligence to analyse modern advanced radiotherapy techniques have
improved the precision and accuracy of radiotherapy delivery with resulting plans being highly
personalised based on individual anatomy adaptation for individual tumour biology remains elusive there is
an unmet need for biomarkers of intrinsic radiosensitivity that can predict tumour response to radiation to
facilitate individualised decision tumours of the kidney are a heterogeneous group of various types of
cancer with characteristic histologic or genetic features that require tumour type specific therapies 1
chromophobe renal cell carcinomas chrcc and renal oncocytomas two tumour types that can sometimes be
difficult to distinguish based on morphology alone are data available in national electronic health databases
can be used to approximate cancer risk factors and enable risk predictions in most cancer types model
predictions generalise between the danish and uk health care systems with the emergence of multi cancer
early detection tests electronic health record based risk models could supplement screening efforts tumour a
mass of abnormal tissue that arises without obvious cause from preexisting body cells has no purposeful
function and is characterized by a tendency to independent and unrestrained growth tumours are quite
different from inflammatory or other swellings because the cells in tumours are abnormal in appearance
and other characteristics resistance to immune checkpoint blockade icb therapy represents a formidable
clinical challenge limiting the efficacy of immunotherapy in particular prostate cancer poses a challenge for
icb therapy due to its immunosuppressive features a ketogenic diet kd has been reported to enhance
response to icb therapy in some other cancer models that s the conclusion of a recent study investigating
eight cell lines that are consistently misspelled across 420 papers published from 2004 to 2023 including in
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highly ranked journals in cancer research some of the misspellings may have been inadvertent errors but a
subset of 235 papers provided details about seven of the eight lines this collection highlights our most
downloaded cancer papers published in 2019 featuring authors from around the world these papers feature
valuable research from an international some papers have reported that colonoscopy could be used to treat
pecoma with a predominantly pedunculated polyp 4 whereas surgical intervention is often required for
cases with submucosal type tumors 5 these findings suggested that the morphology of pecoma changes
dramatically along disease progression however due to the rapid progression videos 1 the liver liver tumors
may be noncancerous benign or cancerous malignant cancerous liver tumors are classified as primary
originating in the liver or metastatic spreading from elsewhere in the body most liver cancers are
metastatic



cancer biology epidemiology and treatment in the 21st century

Apr 25 2024

we will begin by analyzing cancer as a process focusing on the current state of our knowledge on 4 specific
aspects of its biology then we will look at cancer as a global health problem considering some
epidemiological aspects and discussing treatment with a special focus on novel therapies

top 100 in cancer 2022 nature

Mar 24 2024

this collection highlights our most downloaded cancer papers published in 2022 featuring authors from
aroud the world these papers showcase valuable research from an international

advancing cancer therapy nature cancer

Feb 23 2024

the earliest evidence of cancer treatment can be traced back to an ancient egyptian medical text written
around 3000 bc and known widely as the edwin smith papyrus that described the

cancer top 100 of 2023 nature

Jan 22 2024

this collection highlights the most downloaded cancer research papers published by scientific reports in
2023 featuring authors from around the world these papers highlight valuable

cancer the new england journal of medicine

Dec 21 2023

the study of retinoblastoma has led to fundamental insights into carcinogenesis cell cycle regulation the
genetic basis of cancer and tumor suppressor genes as well as to advances in therapy

brain tumor detection and classification using machine

Nov 20 2023

this survey covered the anatomy of brain tumors publicly available datasets enhancement techniques
segmentation feature extraction classification and deep learning transfer learning and quantum machine
learning for brain tumors analysis



tumor biology all issues sage journals

Oct 19 2023

subscription and open access journals from sage the world s leading independent academic publisher

adult brain tumour research in 2024 status challenges and

Sep 18 2023

this position paper includes uk specific recommendations for addressing the significant challenges and
bottlenecks that remain for adult brain tumour research introduction brain cancer is considered to be a rare
disease but it leads to more years of life loss per patient than any other cancer and uk incidence rates are on
the rise 1

brain tumour detection using deep learning techniques

Aug 17 2023

brain tumour detection using deep learning techniques abstract brain tumours pose a significant health risk
and early detection plays a crucial role in improving patient outcomes deep learning techniques have
emerged as a promising approach for automated brain tumor detection leveraging the power of artificial
intelligence to analyse

cancers free full text clinical biomarkers of tumour

Jul 16 2023

modern advanced radiotherapy techniques have improved the precision and accuracy of radiotherapy
delivery with resulting plans being highly personalised based on individual anatomy adaptation for
individual tumour biology remains elusive there is an unmet need for biomarkers of intrinsic
radiosensitivity that can predict tumour response to radiation to facilitate individualised decision

the synergism of spatial metabolomics and morphometry

Jun 15 2023

tumours of the kidney are a heterogeneous group of various types of cancer with characteristic histologic or
genetic features that require tumour type specific therapies 1 chromophobe renal cell carcinomas chrcc and
renal oncocytomas two tumour types that can sometimes be difficult to distinguish based on morphology
alone are



multi cancer risk stratification based on national health

May 14 2023

data available in national electronic health databases can be used to approximate cancer risk factors and
enable risk predictions in most cancer types model predictions generalise between the danish and uk health
care systems with the emergence of multi cancer early detection tests electronic health record based risk
models could supplement screening efforts

tumour causes diagnosis treatment britannica

Apr 13 2023

tumour a mass of abnormal tissue that arises without obvious cause from preexisting body cells has no
purposeful function and is characterized by a tendency to independent and unrestrained growth tumours
are quite different from inflammatory or other swellings because the cells in tumours are abnormal in
appearance and other characteristics

ketogenic diet alters the epigenetic and immune landscape of

Mar 12 2023

resistance to immune checkpoint blockade icb therapy represents a formidable clinical challenge limiting
the efficacy of immunotherapy in particular prostate cancer poses a challenge for icb therapy due to its
immunosuppressive features a ketogenic diet kd has been reported to enhance response to icb therapy in
some other cancer models

hundreds of cancer papers mention cell lines that don aaas

Feb 11 2023

that s the conclusion of a recent study investigating eight cell lines that are consistently misspelled across
420 papers published from 2004 to 2023 including in highly ranked journals in cancer research some of the
misspellings may have been inadvertent errors but a subset of 235 papers provided details about seven of
the eight lines

top 100 in cancer nature

Jan 10 2023

this collection highlights our most downloaded cancer papers published in 2019 featuring authors from
around the world these papers feature valuable research from an international



a diminutive perivascular epithelioid cell tumor in the colon

Dec 09 2022

some papers have reported that colonoscopy could be used to treat pecoma with a predominantly
pedunculated polyp 4 whereas surgical intervention is often required for cases with submucosal type
tumors 5 these findings suggested that the morphology of pecoma changes dramatically along disease
progression however due to the rapid progression

overview of liver tumors liver and gallbladder disorders

Nov 08 2022

videos 1 the liver liver tumors may be noncancerous benign or cancerous malignant cancerous liver tumors
are classified as primary originating in the liver or metastatic spreading from elsewhere in the body most
liver cancers are metastatic
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